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Marketing Plan Monday is Part 

of a Weekly Execution Cycle 

 

1. Fundamental Friday 

 - Where the market should be 
 

2. Marketing Plan Monday 

- Where we are in the market. 
 

3. Technical Tuesday 

 - Where the market is. 
 

4. Sales W(Rec)k Wednesday 

- What to do in the market. 

 

J-MAS Marketing Plans minimize the 

forces of Emotion when marking grain.   

A Rule-Based structure governs the use of 

Technical and Fundamental tools when 

making key decisions like when to sell, 

how much to sell, and at what price. 
 

Cost of Production is calculated,  

and utilized to help make key  

Rotation decisions and to make 

 one or two initial sales but it is  

not a major part of  the J-MAS 

 marketing landscape.  
 

The Market is a 

 Force and doesn’t 

care what your 

 Break Even is.  

It will go up or 

 down as it sees fit. 

 

Many Marketing  

Consultants use Cost of Product analysis 

as cornerstones to their marketing plans. 

  J-MAS thinks that you should not.  
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A division of 

 J-MAS AgProducts Group 

On the following pages, you 

will find highlights of a 

generalized J-MAS Marketing 

Plan for key crops in our area. 

Cost of Production is a double-edged sword.  

It’s fine when price is above your Break Even 

but not if it’s below.  If you wait for a price 

above your Break Even, you could easily turn a 

bad year for your farm into a devastating one. 

Each of these Marketing Plans 

represents an average of the many 

individual plans J-MAS develops 

and maintains for customers. 

The Highlights of the Plans are: 
 

1. The “Move” of each crop to date. 

2. Targets & Target Conception. 

3. J-MAS, Industry & Customer 

Sales. 

  
 

Targets and Target Conception will be 

abbreviated at first but will be explored 

further as the marketing year goes to 

help train the producer’s as the next 

series of Marketing Plans are 

developed for 2014. 
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              J-MAS Targets & Sales to Date                Final (Yield)    

            Weighting 

#1   (Jan 31st)  10% (3.4bu)  @12.15    SepDel = $12.15   7.7% 

#2 (May 27th)  10% (3.4bu)  @11.89    SepDel = $11.89   7.7% 

#3  (Aug 19th)  10% (4.0bu)  @11.25    SepDel = $11.25   9.1% 

#4 (Aug 26th)   YB  (6.0bu)  @11.50    SepDel = $11.50      13.4% 

#5 (Sep 12h)     YB  (4.0bu)  @10.48    SepDel = $10.48         9.1% 

         $11.42 47.0% 
 

Today’s Liquidation Value @9.99 = $10.66 and 31% of Move YTD 

 

Future Targets will be reflective of utilizing our core 45% sold position 

to wait until upside presents itself as harvest pressure eases Basis pressure 

domestically and the Oilseed complex comes to terms with what it does or 

does not have out of a Bean crop.  There is risk to holding still as Bean 

yields could come in high and the logistical hurdles of our big Canadian 

crop, but so much is priced-in at this point that a bounce is in order and 

any 75c moves should earn a Sale consideration at the very least.  

 
1
 – Cost of Carry Discount vs a September  base 

 month.  For more information click here. 
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Short issue this week and only 

Canola as we work the bugs out.  

Next week should have Full Analyst 

and Customer comparisons. 

 

The “Move” concept is integral in 

developing, maintaining and, 

especially in, evaluating the  

J-MAS Marketing Plans. 
 

Because of the tendency for Peak 

Highs and Bowl Shaped Bottoms, 

markets spend an inordinate 

amount of time in the bottom 40% 

of the market. 
 

For this reason, sales averages 

above 50% are Solid marketing 

scores with the Best seen between 

60 & 75% of the move. 
 

Sales averages above 75% are 

rare and typically the design of 

luck as sustainable marketing 

systems leave little to chance.  
 

Poor often follow high scores as 

overconfidence takes hold and 

Market forces conspire to ensure 

no two years are quite the same for 

a strategy to exploit again. 
 

With YTD “Move” Parameters: 

 - 35% move capture = $10.77 ave 

 - 50% move capture = $11.19 ave 

 - 65% move capture =$11.61 ave  
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Canola Edition 

Remember:  
 

J-MAS factors the Cost of Carry 

into all its Sale prices. 
 

The Coffee shop does not. 
(Off-Combine movement valued same as next July is) 

The “Move” (Year to Date) 

High = $12.56 Sep (Jun 3rd, 2013) $12.56 - $0.001) 

Low =    $9.81 Oct (Oct 1st, 2013) $9.92 - $0.111) 

  $2.75 is The “Move” YTD 

 

Today’s Price (October Delivery) 

$10.10 - $0.11cc1 = $9.99  7% of the “Move” 
 

 

http://j-mas.com/local-best-bids/deferred-real-pricing/

